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Abstract 

This work proposes various methods for designing of tuned harmonic passive filters for reducing/suppressing harmonic current 
distortion and harmonic voltage distortion in three phase power system within an acceptable range. It reduces the harmonic 
voltage distortion, suppresses harmonic current injection and further improves power factor at the source terminals. This method 
has been analyzed and demonstrated for the designing of filters. The resulting input current and voltage are nearly sinusoidal in 
shape with significant reduction in line current voltage harmonics. Suitable design examples illustrate the sizing of necessary 
passive components used. The proposed work also provides comparative analysis of various filtering results.  
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1. Introduction 

The term “Harmonics” is often been used in connection with variable frequency drives. Basically, any 
periodic signal can be represented as a sum of sine-functions with frequencies equal to an integer multiple of the 
fundamental frequency, for example, as in the figure 1 below. The signal with a frequency 5 times the fundamental 
is called the 5th harmonic. 

 

Fig: 1  Harmonic Current 
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Harmonics on electrical power system introduced due to Electromagnetic interference (EMI) and Radio 
frequency interference (RFI) [1]. In today’s world industries are extensively using power electronic converter drives 
for the enhancement of overall performance, efficiency and reliability of industrial processes resulting in increase of 
overall profits. Since after the advancement in the silicon controlled devices application of AC/DC and DC/AC 
power converter devices have increased in the industries [2]. Therefore a non-sinusoidal input current such as in 
case of variable frequency drives harmonic current is injected in the source current which are equal to the integer 
multiple of fundamental frequency. As given in figure: 2 below. The cause of harmonics in power system is non-
liner loads connected in the system. Some of the example of non-linear loads is diode-rectifier, thyristor converters, 
adjustable speed derives, furnaces, computer power supplies, uninterrupted power supplies etc. Also on the other 
hand these devices are economical, flexible and energy efficient. But they degrade power quality by creating 
harmonic distortion in the system. 
 

 

Fig: 2 Harmonic distortion in supply. 

 

 

 

Fig: 3 Fourier spectrum of Harmonic 
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 This phenomenon causes many problems such as overheating of standard electrical supply 
transformers which shortens the life of a transformer and eventually destroy it, High voltage distortion exceeding 
IEEE Standard 1100-1992 "Recommended Practice for Powering and Grounding Sensitive Electronic Equipment" 
and manufacturer’s equipment specifications, High voltage and current distortions exceeding IEEE standard 519-
1992 “Recommended Practices and Requirements for Harmonic Control in Electrical Power Systems”[3]. Poor 
power factor conditions that result in monthly utility penalty fees for major users with a power factor less than 0.9, 
Resonance that produces over-current surges results in destroyed capacitors and their fuses and damaged surge 
suppressors which will cause an electrical system shutdown, false tripping of branch circuit breakers etc.  

 

2. Calculation of harmonics 

The harmonic currents can be described as additional reactive currents drawn by the load from supply. 
Thereby, the harmonic current distortion increases the RMS current. When a signal passes through a non-ideal, non-
linear load, additional content is added at the harmonics of the original frequencies. THD is a measurement of the 
extent of that distortion. When the input is a pure sine wave, the measurement is most commonly the ratio of the 
sum of the powers of all higher harmonic frequencies to the power at the first harmonic, or fundamental, frequency. 
The amount of harmonic current distortion is often described as a percentage of the fundamental current, also known 
as the total harmonic current distortion (THD). 
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Measurements based on voltage or current must be converted to powers to make addition of harmonics 
distortion meaningful. For a voltage signal, the ratio of the squares of the RMS voltages is equivalent to the ratio 
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Where Vi is the voltage of ith harmonic and i = 1 is the fundamental harmonic. THD is also commonly defined as an 
amplitude ratio rather than a power ratio, resulting in a definition of THD which is the square root of that given 
above 
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Since individual harmonic amplitudes are measured, it is required that the manufacturer disclose the test signal 
frequency range, level and gain conditions and number of measurements taken. It is possible to measure the full 20 – 
20 kHz range. Measurements for calculating the THD are made at the output of a device under specified conditions. 
The THD is usually expressed in percent as distortion factor or in dB relative to the fundamental as distortion 
attenuation.  
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3. Harmonic reduction techniques 

To avoid potential harmonic problems or to comply with standards and recommendations such as IEEE 519-
1992 several different harmonic reduction techniques for variable frequency drives exist. A harmonic filter is a 
passive device used to suppress conducted interference present on any power or signal line. It may be used to 
suppress the interference generated by the device itself as well as to suppress the interference generated by other 
equipment to improve the immunity of a device to the harmonic signals present within its electromagnetic 
environment. Most harmonic filters include components to suppress both common and differential mode 
interference. Filters can also be designed with added devices to provide transient voltage and surge protection as 
well as battery backup. A harmonic filter has high reactive component to its impedance. There are several different 
types of harmonic suppressors that could be used to reduce distortion in power distribution systems. The choice of 
which harmonic suppressor should be used in a particular case is governed by both technical as well as economic 
issues. These devices belong to one of three basic categories as follow: 

 
• Reactive Harmonic suppressors 
• (RHSs) Switching compensators (SCs) 
• Hybrid compensators 

 

Reactive harmonic suppressors are the largest group of suppressors. They modify the frequency properties of the 
system in order to reduce distortion. Because of this, the design of RHSs is a complex task where the device and 
system cannot be treated separately. The group of RHSs includes such devices as resonant harmonic filters, 
harmonic blocking compensators, band pass filters and low pass filters. Switching compensators inject a 
compensating current which cancels the load generated harmonics. The compensating current is generated by the 
fast switching of power transistors. The SC is built of a current or voltage source PWM inverter and a signal 
processing system, and there are several configurations and control strategies that can be used. Hybrid compensators 
are composed of both a RHS and SC. 

 

4. Analysis of filter and Results 
 

The most common approach to RHF design is based mainly on [4]. The parameter of individual branches 
of the filter is calculated based on the chosen value of the reactive power compensated by such a branch and the 
chosen resonant frequency of the branch. This frequency will be referred to as a tuning frequency.  Each branch of a 
RHF has capacitive impedance at the fundamental frequency. The frequency properties of the filters and the system 
can be expressed using the transmittance approach as explained in [5]. 

 

For a 3-phase 20A power system using mat-lab simulation software results are given as: 

For a 3-phase distribution system connected with a 6 pulse converter without any filter the total harmonic are about 
30%. 
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Fig: 4 Harmonic spectrum of supply current 

Figure 4 shows spectrum analysis of supply current before compensation. The total harmonic distortion of the 
supply current is about 30%. 

 

Fig: 5 Harmonic spectrum of LC compensation. 

Figure 5 show spectrum analysis of supply current for LC compensation. The total harmonic distortion of the supply 
current is about 11%. 

Table: 1 harmonic distortions in current for LC resonant filter. 

 

A ih5 ih7 ih9 ih11 ih13 ih15 

B 5.20 3.35 2.24 2.00 1.62 1.36 
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Fig: 6 Harmonic spectrum of LCL compensation. 

 

Figure 6 show spectrum analysis of supply current for LCL compensation. The total harmonic distortion of the 
supply current is about 4.4%. 

Table: 2 harmonic distortions in current for LCL resonant filter 

 

A ih5 3.77 ih9 2.04 ih13 1.46 

B ih7 2.59 ih11 1.73 ih15 1.24 

 

 

Fig: 7 Harmonic spectrum of LCL pi compensation. 
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Figure 7 show spectrum analysis of supply current for LCL pi compensation designing. The total harmonic 
distortion of the supply current is about 0.4% 

Table: 3 harmonic distortions in current for LCL PI resonant filter design. 

 

A ih3 ih5 ih7 ih9 ih11 ih13 ih15 

B .99 .59 .42 .32 .26 .22 .19 

 

 

 

Figure: 8 comparative harmonic spectrum of all compensation 

Figure 8 shows the comparative spectrum analysis of the 4 filtering techniques discussed in this work. From this 
it is clear that with the use of these filters harmonic distortion in the supply current is successfully compensated up 
to 0.4% which is very well below IEEE standards.  

 

 
5. Conclusion 
 

In this work we conclude designing procedures for LC, LCL and PI design filters used with three phase 
power system. An extensive review of compensation of harmonic distortion has been presented to provide a clear 
perspective on various aspects of the harmonic filtration. The substantial increase in the use of solid-state power 
control results in harmonic pollution above the tolerable limits. For this purpose we consider IEEE519 for harmonic 
limits. The different methods were evaluated and assessed by using mat-lab simulation program. With the purposed 
techniques harmonics distortion in the power supply is compensated successfully.  
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